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Abstract—The easiness of managing and configuring resources
and the low cost needed for setup and maintaining Cloud services
have made Cloud Computing widespread. Several commercial
vendors now offer solutions based on Cloud architectures. More
and more providers offer new different services every month,
following their customers needs. Anyway, it is very hard to find
a single provider which offers all services needed by end users.
Furthermore, different vendors propose different architectures
for their Cloud systems and usually these are not compatible.
Very few efforts have been done in order to propose a unified
standard for Cloud Computing. This is a problem, since different
Cloud systems and vendors have different ways to describe and
invoke their services, to specify requirements and to communi-
cate. Hence a way to provide a common access to Cloud services
and to discover and use required services in Cloud federations is
appealing. mOSAIC project addresses these problems by defining
a common ontology and it aims at developing an open-source
platform that enables applications to negotiate Cloud services as
requested by users. The main problem in defining the mOSAIC
ontology is in the heterogeneity of terms used by Clouds vendors,
and in the number of standards which refer to Cloud Systems
with different terminology. In this work the mOSAIC Cloud
Ontology is described. It has been built by analysing Cloud
standards and proposals. The Ontology has been then refined
by introducing individuals from real Cloud systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

C
LOUD Computing is an emerging model for distributed

systems. It refers both to applications delivered as ser-

vices and to hardware, middleware and other software systems

needed to provide them. Nowadays the Cloud is drawing the

attention from the Information and Communication Technol-

ogy (ICT) thanks to the appearance of a set of services with

common characteristics which are provided by industrial ven-

dors. Even if Cloud is a new concept, it is based upon several

technologies and models which are not new and are built

upon decades of research in virtualization, service oriented

architecture, grid computing, utility computing or distributed

computing ( [26], [34], [42]). The variety of technologies

and architectures makes the Cloud overall picture confusing

[26]. Cloud service providers make resources accessible from

Internet to users presenting them as a service. The computing

resources (like processing units or data storages) are provided

through virtualization. Ad-hoc systems can be built based on

users requests and presented as services (Infrastructure as

a Service, IaaS). An additional abstraction level is offered

for supplying software platforms on virtualized infrastructure

(Platform as a Service, PaaS). Finally software services can

be executed on distributed platforms of the previous level

(Software as a Service, SaaS). Except from these concepts,

several definitions of Cloud Computing exist ( [41], [19],

[27], [24], [37], [33]), but each definition focuses only on

particular aspects of the technology. Cloud computing can play

a significant role in a variety of areas including innovations,

virtual worlds, e-business, social networks, or search engines

but it is actually still in its early stages, with consistent

experimentation to come and standardization actions to effort.

In this scenario, vendors provide different Cloud services at

different levels usually providing their own interfaces to users

and Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) to developers.

This results in several problems for end-users that perform

different operations for requesting Cloud services provided

by different vendors, using different interfaces, languages and

APIs. Since it is usually difficult to find providers which fully

address all users needs, interoperability among services of

different vendors is appealing.

Cloud computing solutions are currently used in settings

where they have been developed without addressing a common

programming model, open standard interfaces or adequate ser-

vice level agreements or portability of applications. Neglecting

these issues current Cloud computing forces people to be

stranded into locked, proprietary systems. Developers making

an effort in Cloudifying their applications cannot port them

elsewhere.

In this scenario the mOSAIC project (EU FP7-ICT pro-

gramme, project under grant #256910) aims at improving

state of the art in Cloud computing by creating, promoting

and exploiting an open-source Cloud application programming
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interface and a platform targeted for developing multi-Cloud

oriented applications. One of the main goal is that of obtaining

transparent and simple access to heterogeneous Cloud comput-

ing resources and to avoid locked-in proprietary solutions.

In order to attain this objective a common interface for users

has to be designed and implemented, which should be able to

wrap existing services, and also to enable intelligent service

discovery. The keystone to fulfil this goal in mOSAIC is the

definition of an ontology able to describe services and their

(wrapped) interfaces.

Ontologies offer the means of explicit representation of the

meaning of different terms or concepts, together with their

relationships. They are directed to represent semantic informa-

tion, instead of content. Different languages can be considered

for the specification of ontologies, including DAML, OIL,

RDF and RDFS, OWL or WSML.

The Web Ontology Language (OWL) is a standard from

[32], [18], based on XML, RDF and RDFS. With OWL

complex relationships and constraints can be represented in

ontologies. With important revisions to the language, OWL 2

became the W3C recommendation in 2009, introducing fea-

tures to improve scalability in applications. [25]

Different efforts to formalize Semantic Web developments

exist. Web Service Modeling Ontology (WSMO) [14] “pro-

vides the conceptual underpinning and a formal language for

semantically describing all relevant aspects of Web services

in order to facilitate the automatization of discovering, com-

bining and invoking electronic services over the Web” [40].

WSML was offered as a companion language to WSMO,

for representing modelled ontologies by a common terminol-

ogy for Web Services interactions [22], [40]. The Semantic

Web Services Framework (SWSF) offers a similar approach,

with its two major components, the Semantic Web Services

Language (SWSL) and the Semantic Web Services Ontology

(SWSO) [17].

Semantically-enabled services offer the means for in-

telligent selection of services, with automation of differ-

ent tasks, including service discovery, mediation, invoca-

tion, or composition. Current research efforts are enhanc-

ing typical web services technologies in order to provide a

semantically-enhanced behaviour in developments like OWL-

S [30], WSDL-S and METEOR-S [38], [36], WSML [22],

WSMO [40], or SWSF [17].

II. MOSAIC PROJECT

The Open Cloud Manifesto [10] identifies five main chal-

lenges for Cloud: data and application interoperability; data

and application portability; governance and management; me-

tering and monitoring; security.

Actually, the main problem in Cloud computing is the lack

of unified standards. Market needs drive commercial vendors

to offer Cloud services with their own interfaces since no

standards were available at the moment. Vendors solutions

have arisen as commonly used interface for Cloud services but

interoperability remains an hard challenge, like portability of

developed services on different platforms. In addition vendors

and open Cloud initiatives spent few efforts in offering services

with negotiated quality level.

The mOSAIC project tries to fully address the first two

challenges and partially addresses the next two ones by

providing a platform which:

• enables interoperability among different Cloud services,

• eases the portability of developed services on different

platforms,

• enables intelligent discovery of services,

• enables services composition,

• allows for management of Service Levels Agreement

(SLA).

The architecture of mOSAIC platform is depicted in Fig.1:

it provides facilities both for end-users (at the left of Fig.1)

and for services developers and managers (depicted on the

right side of Fig.1)

From the end-users’ point of view, the main component

is the Cloud Agency. This consists in a core set of software

agents which implement the basic services of this component.

They include:

• negotiation of SLAs;

• deployment of Cloud services;

• discovery and brokering of Cloud services.

In particular, Client Agent is responsible for collecting

users’ application requirements, for creating and updating the

SLAs in order to grant always to best QoS. The Negotiator

manages SLAs and mediates between the user and the broker;

it selects protocols for agreements, negotiates SLA creation,

and it handles fulfilment and violation. The Mediator selects

vendor agents able to deploy services with the specified user

requirements; it also interfaces with services deployed on

different vendors’ providers. The Provider Agent interacts with

virtual or physical resources at provider side. In mOSAIC the

Cloud Agency was built upon the MAGDA [16] toolset, which

provides all the facilities to design, develop and deploy agent-

based services. The semantic engine uses information in the

Cloud Ontology to implement a semantic-based Cloud services

discovery exploiting semantic, syntactic and structural schema

matching for searches.

In the Cloud developers and managers perspective, the main

components of mOSAIC Architecture are the API execution

engine and the Resource Manager. The first one offers a

unique API to use Cloud Services from different vendors

when using and developing other services. The API execution

engine is able to wrap storage, communication and monitoring

features of Cloud platforms. In particular, Virtual Clusters

(VC) [23] are used as resource management facility. They

are configured by software agents in order to let users to

configure required services. A Resource contract will grant

user’s requirements and the Resource Manager will assign

physical resources to VC on the basis of the contract.

In this architecture, the bonding element which allows for

interoperability and resources description is the Cloud Ontol-

ogy. It is the base for Cloud services and resources description

and it contains all information needed to characterize API also

from a semantic point of view.
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Fig. 1: mOSAIC Architecture

The Cloud Ontology is based on several Cloud taxonomies

proposed in literature [15], [4], [28], [20], [29]. It is developed

in OWL [32] and OWL-S languages [30]. The benefit of

using an ontology language is that it acts as a general method

for the conceptual description or modelling of information

that is implemented by actual resources [3]. mOSAIC aims

at developing ontologies that would offer the main building

block to describe services at the three delivery models of Cloud

Computing (i.e. IaaS, PaaS, SaaS).

III. CLOUD STANDARDS AND MOSAIC

Nowadays several Cloud computing systems are available,

both from commercial and open source communities. Some

example are Amazon EC2 [1], Google’s App Engine [6], Mi-

crosoft Azure [21], GoGrid [5], 3Tera [7], Open Nebula [12],

Eucalyptus [35] and Nimbus [2]. Cloud systems and services

offered by various vendors differ and overlap in complicated

ways. Each solution provides different services. For example

Amazon EC2, GoGrid, 3Tera, Open Nebula and Eucalyptus

are basically IaaS Clouds offering entire instances of virtual

machines to customers; Google’s Apps and Microsoft Azure

offer SaaS applications also providing API for development

and monitoring, offering a PaaS Cloud. Nimbus was developed

as an IaaS for scientific applications. Main vendors platforms

and services have become standards de facto for Cloud com-

puting, but several different solutions exist at different Cloud

layers and interoperability is still a distant goal. In this scenario

some attempts have been done to make order in the chaos of

Cloud systems trying to propose standards for them.

Anyway the need for a good, complete definition of Cloud

components is really felt by scientific community. In particular,

in [43]the need for an Ontology defining Cloud- related

concepts and relationships is outlined. In the paper an ontology

for Cloud is proposed in natural language. Cloud layers have

been defined and organized in an architectural view. The

ontology starts with firmware and hardware as its foundation,

eventually delivering to Cloud applications. The paper also de-

fines elements which belongs to different layers, like resources,

virtual machines etc. Anyway no formal representation of the

Ontology is reported in the paper.

Another similar taxonomy for Cloud Systems has been

presented in [39], where only Cloud layers and some require-

ments like fault tolerance and security have been discussed.

A more detailed Taxonomy has been described in [20].

It is a simple taxonomy, with only main concepts related to

Cloud Computing defined in a graphical schema. This work

in progress is anyway more complete then the previous ones.

One of the few attempts to provide a formal ontology for

Cloud System comes from Unified Cloud Interface (UCI)

Initiative that have released a very simple OWL ontology [13]

for Cloud Systems but it consist only of few concepts.

Cloud Computing Interoperability Forum (CCIF) [9] aims

at defining an open, vendor neutral and standardized Cloud

interface for the unification of various Cloud APIs. This

should be done creating an API wrapping other existent APIs.

CCIF proposes to define an OWL/RDF ontology to describe a

semantic Cloud data model in order to address Cloud resources

uniquely. The ontology is still under development and no draft

version are available at the moment.

Similarly, Open Grid Forum (OGF) [11] is another open

initiative which aims at the creation of a practical solution

to interface existing Cloud IaaS. OGF is defining interfaces

(the Open Cloud Computing Interface: OCCI [11]) to provide

unified access to existing IaaS resources. The main goal of

OCCI is the creation of hybrid Clouds operating environments

independent from vendors and middlewares. The main formal-

ism used to define Cloud models is UML and the work is

still in a preliminary stage. OCCI’s documents defines speci-

fications for cloud core elements and interfaces to resources,

including a model using a RESTful API to access, use and

manage them. In OCCI core model, everything is a resource.

The main elements of the base OCCI model are: Entity,

Resource, Link and Action. The Entity is an abstract type for
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Resource and Link type; Resources identify object in cloud

environment, while Link are used to specify relationships

among Resources. Actions define operations applicable to

Entities. The OCCI model is developed in UML, but the main

elements of the model are used to describe a graph structure

that is similar to an OWL ontology definition. The model is not

yet complete and several properties and relationships between

Entities cannot be described.

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)

is also working at Cloud standards definitions. NIST main

aim in defining cloud standards is to provide specifications

about interoperability, portability and security requirements,

standards and guidance. As part of the NIST plan, a reference

Architecture and Taxonomy standards have been proposed. In

addition, a roadmap to address security in Cloud systems has

been formalized. The NIST definition of cloud computing ar-

chitecture, includes basically five essential characteristics (on-

demand self-service, broad network access, resource pooling,

rapid elasticity, measured Service), three service models (IaaS,

PaaS, SaaS) and four deployment models (public, private,

community and hybrid cloud). Furthermore NIST proposes

a taxonomy, organized in layers, where main cloud concepts

are organized. In the first level roles for cloud are identified:

service provider, consumer, broker, auditors and carriers are

listed. They are related to usage scenarios analysed by NIST

that focuses on interoperability of federating cloud providers.

At second level, activities that actors in the first level enact

are defined, while components are addressed in the last two

levels. The mOSAIC Ontology, which will be described in

detail in Section IV inherits most of the elements defined

in other proposals, in order to maintain an high degree of

compatibility with them. Anyway, in the NIST taxonomy,

too much Roles (Actors in mOSAIC) have been reported

and some of them are not easily distinguishable. In addition

The taxonomy proposed by NIST is not really a hierarchy

since elements in lower layers are not always specialization of

upper layer elements. For this reason, mOSAIC inherits only

the main actors definition from NIST proposal, and does not

maintain the taxonomy proposed by NIST when no subclass

relationship exists between classes.

Distributed Management Task Force (DTMF) proposes a

standards incubators in order define a set of architectural se-

mantics that unify the interoperable management of enterprise

and cloud computing. DTMF mainly addresses use cases and

cloud reference architecture, analysing the interfaces between

cloud service providers and consumers. In use case definition,

a key role has the definition of Service Level Agreement

(SLA). The interactions between services consumers and

providers are detailed. Actors in DTMS proposals are similar

to Roles for NIST definition. DTMS also addresses interfaces

and data artefacts as a mean for interfacing actors.

Recently IBM [31] has provided a draft document describ-

ing a reference architecture for Cloud systems. It recalls the

NIST and OCCI standards, integrating some parts with new

elements. In particular, the IBM architecture adds Business

processes as element of Cloud Architecture. Business Process

Fig. 2: Top Level Concepts in mOSAIC Ontology

has been introduced as Cloud architecture layer and as new

class of actors that can use them in order to create composed

services. Proper Business Support Services (BSS) have been

defined in order to support business process definition and

execution. Furthermore, IBM architecture inherits NIST actors

taxonomy, maintaining three main types of actors: services

Consumer, Provider and Creator. It also addresses the problem

of defining Quality of Services and SLA.

Microsoft Azure [21] and Google APP Engine [6] provide

an environment for developing and deploying services and

applications following the Cloud philosophy. Azure offers a

Platform as a Service (PaaS) and an Infrastructure as a Service

(IaaS) hybrid platform on which developers implements and

deploy their services. A similar approach is adopted by Google

APP Engine. They provide almost no attempt at standardiza-

tion, except for a small OWL ontology (no more supported)

developed by Google. Amazon with its Amazon Web Services

(AWS) offers IaaS and SaaS services. It provides, a set of API

for creating virtual machines and resources, and to access its

services. mOSAIC ontology is able to describe these APIs as

will be shown in Section IV-A

IV. MOSAIC ONTOLOGY

The top level of the mOSAIC Ontology is shown in Fig.2

which reports the main concepts of the mOSAIC ontology.

Concepts have been identified analysing standards and pro-

posals from literature. In the following its main concepts will

be listed and described.

The Language class contains instances of languages used

for APIs implementation (for example, Java and Python).

Abstraction class contains the abstraction level at which

services are provided as described in[43]. Here, Cloud services

belong to the same layer if they have equivalent level of ab-

straction. Deployment Model class includes concepts required

by Cloud NIST [43] standard for what deployment model

of Cloud services concerns. Essential Characteristics class

includes individuals which are defined by NIST. Framework

class contains individuals that identify programming frame-

work supporting API programming Languages. Actor contains

subclasses where actors interacting with Cloud systems are

divided. Property subclasses contain all elements needed for

describing characteristics of Cloud resources. These are also
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Fig. 3: Deployment Model

Fig. 4: Essential Characteristics

used to specify SLA requirements. ComponentState includes

all concepts for defining the states which Cloud compo-

nents and resources may assume. SLA class defines concepts

for SLA definitions. Protocol class contains individuals for

protocols used in communication among Cloud components.

Layers class distinguishes firmware, hardware and software

infrastructures for Cloud platforms. Service Models class in-

cludes all kinds of services provided by Cloud Systems. Pred-

icate contains classes used for description of the behaviours

of statefull Cloud components. CloudSystemVisibility class

allows for specification of Cloud systems visibility, like private

and public clouds. Component is the main class of mOSAIC

ontology. All cloud elements (resources, services, infrastruc-

tures etc.) are its subclasses. Technology class contains all

concepts related to technology involved in Cloud services

provisioning, like virtualization.

Fig.3 shows the Deployment−Model subclasses.

They include several types of deployment models for Cloud

Systems: PublicCloud contains all individuals providing public

or world wide access to their resources, like MicrosoftAzure,

Amazon and Google. PrivateCloud instead is related to De-

ployment Models of framework that can provide access to

private Cloud resources, like Eucaliptus.

Essential−Characteristics are defined in the NIST standards

as the features that each Cloud system must provide. They are

shown in Fig. 4.

This Class contains subclasses related to the characteristics

described into NIST document about Cloud features (Mainte-

nance, On demand self service, Rapid Elasticity, Metering,

Broad Network Access, Measured Services and Resource

pooling). For further description of this properties, refer to

NIST [8] and IBM [31] standards documents.

The Actor class identifies cloud actors, that can be divided

as in Fig.5.

Provider, Consumer and Creator subclasses follow the IBM

cloud computing reference Architecture [31]. Administrator

manages cloud infrastructure; Orchestrator composes Cloud

Services in order to provide value added services; Developer

implements new Cloud Services. Notice that the difference

between Developer and Creator, is in the way they interact

with cloud Providers. Developers use offline resources (tools

and frameworks) in order to implement new Cloud Service. A

Creator instead builds cloud services by using functionalities

exposed by a Cloud Service Provider. Consumer Actors can

be further divided as shown in Fig. 5b.

Some Property’s subclasses are shown in Fig.6. They are

divided into NonFunctionalProperties and FunctionalProper-

ties that respectively define the sets of non functional and

functional properties of a Cloud Component. Properties can be

used to characterize Cloud Components (services, infrastruc-

ture etc.) and to request given characteristics for components

when dealing with SLA.

The main non-functional properties for cloud components

are: Scalability; Autonomy; Availability; QoS; Performance;

Consistency; Security; Reliability.

Computing Non Functional properties can be divided into

CPU and Memory related properties. A deeper division identi-

fies: CPUSpeedProperty; CPUNumberOfCores; CPUArchitec-

ture; CPUTypeProperty and CPUFlopsProperty. These proper-

ties are used to specify the clock frequency, the number of

cores, the architecture, the model and the FLOPS of CPUs

respectively. The properties follow the OCCI [11] standard

and API. A Data Property is defined for each of them in

order to specify the value of the property for the related

individuals. Properties for memory are divided into: Memo-

ryAllocationProperty and MemorySize. The first property is

used to specify memory allocation policies while the second

one is used to declare (or require) the amount of memory in

a Cloud infrastructure.

Subclasses of this Network Non Functional element are:

NetworkLatencyProperty, NetworkDelayProperty, Network-

BandwidthProperty. The first class is used to define the mean

latency of a network, the second one the mean, the maximum

and the minimum delay for packets and the last one is

used to define the mean and the maximum bandwidth of a

network. The values for individuals are defined by specifying

proper data properties defined on these classes. Data non

functional properties are related to disk size (DiskSpaceProp-

erty), transfer rate (DiskTransferRateProperty) and bandwidth

(DiskBandwidthProperty).

The main functional properties are: Replication (for the

definition of the type of replication policies of resources);

Encryption (it specifies the encryption policies of resources);

BackupAndRecovery (it is used to describe the back up

and recovery strategies used for a Cloud Component); Ac-

counting (its individuals define the accounting policies for
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(a) Actor (b) Consumer

Fig. 5: Actors

(a) Non Functional Properties (b) Functional Properties

Fig. 6: Properties

Fig. 7: Layer

resources); Monitoring (this class allows for the specification

of monitoring policies for resources); Identification (it contains

individuals that can specify the algorithms and policies for

users identification); VMDescription (used to describe virtual

machines technologies and configuration eventually used in

cloud infrastructure); Management (it defines the management

policies for cloud resources).

Management contains the following subclasses: ImageMan-

agement, NetworkManagement and StorageManagement. The

first one is used to define the management policies of a VM

image, the second one to define network management policies

in a cloud infrastructure, while the third one is used to define

storage management policies for cloud resources.

Layers are organized as in Fig.7.

The classes OperationalLayer, ServiceLayer, BusinessLayer,

and ConsumerLayer are defined in the IBM Cloud Comput-

ing Reference Architecture. They respectively represent: the

operational infrastructure layer of cloud systems; the services

Fig. 8: Component

layer in clouds; the business processes that participate in

Cloud solutions; the layer with cloud services and resources

consumers.

Furthermore, other layers are derived from OCCI and NIST

definitions. They are: Application (the layer where applica-

tions lie); Firmware and Hardware (the layers with hardware

and firmware of cloud infrastructures); Software kernel (the

software kernel for operating systems and middlewares used

in cloud infrastructures); Software infrastructure (the layer of

computational, storage and communication infrastructures).

Service−Models subclasses includes all models for services

in Cloud. Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a

Service (PaaS) and Service as a Service (SaaS) are the classical

models defined in the NIST standard, while the last, BPaaS

(Business Process as a Service) is defined in the IBM Cloud

Computing Reference Architecture.

Component Subclasses are reported in Fig.8.

They are divided into: Tool (this contains all tools used for
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Fig. 9: Stateless Component

Fig. 10: Resource and Services

Cloud services development or cloud resources management);

RunTimeComponent (this class contains the elements for

defining mOSAIC run-time components); Environment (used

to define individuals concerning the cloud environment used

by cloud services); Infrastructure (describes the component in

the cloud infrastructure); StatefullComponent and Stateless-

Component; Resource (it collects all resource classes in the

cloud ontology).

StatelessComponent class is expanded in Fig.9. Basically

stateless component in the ontology are Services and Inter-

faces. Services will be described later and a general taxonomy

for APIs is reported in the figure.

Stateful component are omitted for brevity.

The Resource class is the most complex in the mOSAIC,

since, following the OCCI documentation, in Cloud Systems

everything is a cloud Resource. Hence this is a super class for

other main cloud components as shown in Fig.10.

Service is a Resource. Platform as a Service (PaaS),

Computing as a Service (CaaS), Data as a Service (DaaS),

infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Hardware as a Service

(HaaS) and other service models (Simulation, services which

offers some functionalities, admin, data input and output

services) are subclasses of Services. For example, in Fig-

ure, DataStorage is provided as an IaaS. Key-valueStores,

ReplicatedRelationalDatabeses and DistributedFileSystems are

examples of DataStorage services. Cloud Component are also

considered as Cloud Resources, like Hosts, Computational and

Communication resources or InfrastructureSoftware.

A. DataStorage Example

In this section a brief example is shown where the mOSAIC

ontology is used to describe a simple data-storage service

implemented with Google App Engine.

TABLE I: ObjectProperties for Individuals

Domain ObjectProperty Range

mOSAICDataStore developedWithLanguage JAVA

mOSAICDataStore fulfils HighReplication

mOSAICDataStore fulfils HighConsistency

mOSAICDataStore hasServiceProvidedby Google

mOSAICDataStore isOfferedByProvider Google

mOSAICDataStore isOwnedBy Google

Google guarantee HighReplication

Google guarantee HighConsistency

Google guarantee LowConsistency

Google offersAPI GoogleAppAPI

Google own mOSAICDataStore

GoogleAppAPI developedwithLanguage JAVA

GoogleAppAPI developedwithLanguiage Python

GoogleAppAPI developedwithLanguiage Go

Fig. 11: mOSAICDataStore main Individuals and Relation-

ships

The name of the realized service is mOSAICDataStore and it

implements a key-based data store by using the JAVA Google

APP SDK. As described in the Google App documentation,

Google Data Stores offer Replication functionalities. In partic-

ular, they allow for the use of Master-Slave and High Replica-

tion techniques. In addition Consistency on replicas is assured

in most cases, although full consistency is not assured. Google

offers a framework for development of cloud applications,

which is based on an Eclipse Plug-in. The mOSAICDataStore

was developed by using this plug-in.

First of all, Google has been defined as individual of In-

frastructureProvider, DeveloperProvider, ServiceProvider and

ResourceProvider; GooglePluginForEclipse has been added as

a Framework’s individual. GoogleApps has been included as

PaaS and SaaS service Model; GoogleAppAPI, an individual

representing the Google APP API has been inserted into API,

and GoogleAPPSDK as Library.

Table I reports some of the objectProperties defined on

individuals.

In Fig.11 some of the individuals and the relationships

reported in Tab. I are depicted.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this work we propose a detailed ontology for Cloud

systems that can be used to improve interoperability among

existing Cloud Solutions, platforms and services, both from

end-user and developer side. The ontology has been developed

in OWL and can be used for semantic retrieval and com-

position of Cloud services in the mOSAIC project. Several

attempts have been done in the past to introduce a Cloud

ontology. The ontology presented in this paper also maintains

compatibility with previous works because it is built upon
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existing standards and proposals analysis and it results in a

more comprehensive description of all Cloud-related aspects.

The Ontology has been populated with individuals from real

Cloud Systems services and APIs and new individuals and

elements are going to be included in the ontology with an

incremental design approach.
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